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Bacteria living symbiotically inside human bodies may have an unexpectedly profound and wide ranging
effect on basic biological functions such as development, reproduction and immunity.
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In a comparison of blood from germ-free and regular mice, researchers found large differences in
molecules that affect just about everything involved in living.
"I expected to find a couple of differences," said study co-author Bill Wikoff, a Scripps Research Institute
biophysicist. "When we came back with hundreds of changes, it was a big surprise."
The human body contains 10 times more bacteria than human cells, with 50 trillion microbes living in the
average digestive tract alone. The study of these internal bacteria is in its infancy: the Human Microbiome
Project, launched to catalogue our bodies' bacterial inhabitants, started last October.
All these microbes are not just along for the ride, say scientists, but have co-evolved with human beings,
providing important biochemical services in exchange for their home. Imbalances in gut bacteria have
already been linked to obesity, cancer, asthma and a host of autoimmune diseases.
Though marketers of what are known as probiotics have had some success in using bugs to treat allergies
and irritable bowel disease, the causal links between bacteria and disease remain largely unspecified.
"If you want to use bacteria in an intelligent way, you really need to know what affect bacteria have on the
biochemistry of a person," said Wikoff.
A critical first step in figuring them out is linking bacteria to cellular processes, known broadly as
metabolites. The study of metabolites is also just getting off the ground. Some are cellular byproducts,
while others are physiologically critical. But though the first draft of the human metabolome — the
biochemical analogue of the human genome — was completed just two years ago, scientists know it's
important.
In the new mouse comparison study, published Monday in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences, some metabolites were found only in germ-free mice. Others were found only in regular mice.
Some were found in both, but in subtly different forms. The hodgepodge of results suggests that various
bacteria break down, produce or otherwise tweak biochemicals.
The study "provides evidence of the profound effects of the microbiome on mammalian metabolism," said
New York University microbiologist Martin Blaser. "Although the study was done in mice, the conclusions
are largely generalizable to humans."
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Wikoff's team didn't concentrate on specific metabolites, but a few stood out. Levels of the
mood-regulating transmitter serotonin were altered, as were metabolites involved in processing drugs.
The latter finding suggests that gut bacteria could be involved not just in maintaining health and disease,
but processing drugs — helping to explain, perhaps, why drugs affect people in different ways.
Another tantalizing find in the bacteria-rich mice was indole-3 propionic acid, an antioxidant thought to
have potential in treating Alzheimer's.
As the microbiome and metabolome projects continue, the links are likely to become clearer.
"What we've done here is just a first step," said Wikoff.
Citation: "Metabolomics analysis reveals large effects of gut microflora on mammalian blood
metabolites." By William R. Wikoff, Andrew T. Anfor, Jun Liu, Peter G. Schultz,1, Scott A. Lesley, Eric C.
Peters, and Gary Siuzdak. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Vol. 106 No. 6, Feb. 9, 2009.
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Suntan Drug Greenlighted for Trials

While a compound that darkens the skin from the
inside-out is headed towards clinical trials to treat actual
skin diseases, thousands of people are already
experimenting with the drug, thanks to the pharmacy we
call the Internet.
Melting Arctic Prompts Calls for 'National Park' on Ice

The chunks of the arctic that will retain ice in a warming
climate need to be preserved for wildlife, say some
scientists.
Autonomous Robots Invade Retail Warehouses

I, for one, welcome our new Gap.com robot overlords.
Top 5 Most Extreme Exoplanets

While astronomers haven't found a exoplanetary fit for
life yet, they have found plenty that are too big, too hot,
too cold, too dense, too close to their star, or too distant.
Clever Critters: 8 Best Non-Human Tool Users

Not every tool user needs opposable thumbs or even
hands at all. Of course, they don't have to deal with the
iPhone touch screen.
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